Revising Blackout Dates

Club administrators will be allowed to revise blackout dates after initial team submission for the allowed grace period. Follow these instructions for how to accomplish this:

1. Login to your Got Soccer club account
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3. A list of applications will appear for each team. Click on the event next to the team you want to revise the blackout dates for.
4. The team’s application will appear on the next page. Click “Exception Requests”.
5. On the left-hand side, you can remove individual blackout dates by clicking “Remove”.
6. On the calendar, navigate to the month in question. Yellow highlighted dates represent playdates. Red highlights indicate a game that is currently blacked out. To “un” blackout a date, click the blue icon. To black out a date, click the red icon. Note: you will be limited to the number of available blackout dates per season.

7. Revise for each team that you need to make blackout dates adjustments for.